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Todas as anteriores ! 



Porém, para aluno de Doutoramento do 
Departamento de Astronomia do IAG…..



…publicar é uma obrigação!



(ASTRONOMY)







Hard-science astronomical journals:

Astrobiology

The Astronomical Journal

The Astrophysical Journal

Astronomy and Astrophysics

Celestial Mechanics & Dynamical Astronomy

Earth and Planetary Science Letters

Journal of Cosmology and Astroparticle Physics

Icarus

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society

Revista Mexicana de Astronomía y Astrofísica







Em que revista eu devo submeter
o meu paper?

Choosing a journal…



apps.webofknowledge.com



Impact factor calculation

The impact factor is a measure of the frequency with which the "average article" 

in a journal has been cited in a given period of time.

The impact factor for a journal is calculated based on a three-year period, and 

can be considered to be the average number of times published papers are cited 

up to two years after publication. 

For example, the impact factor 2011 for a journal would be calculated as follows:

A = the number of times articles published in 2009-2010 were cited in indexed 

journals during 2011

B = the number of articles, reviews, proceedings or notes published in 2009-

2010

impact factor 2011 = A/B 



ISI 2012 impact factors :

Astrobiology ................... 2.150

The Astronomical Journal .............. 4.035

The Astrophysical Journal ............. 6.024

Astronomy and Astrophysics ............ 4.587

Celestial Mechanics & Dynamical Astronomy ..... 2.319

Earth and Planetary Science Letters ......... 4.180

Journal of Cosmology and Astroparticle Physics ... 5.723

Icarus ........................ 3.385

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society ... 4.900

Revista Mexicana de Astronomía y Astrofísica ..... 1.000



ISI 2012 impact factors :

Nature ................... 36.280

Science ................... 31.360



www.webofknowledge.com





Como é um paper?
(propriedades básicas de um paper)





Nature

Science





‘visible’: key words  are essential to localize your 
paper using searching software

(http://scholar.google.com.br/ )



Title:   concise



Title:   informative



Title:   catchy (‘visible’)



Abstracts are now more important than ever due to 
the increasing large number of articles.  

One cannot read all the papers in each issue of 
A&A, not even in ones own field.  

Abstracts should state major findings, even some 
specifics (numbers, formulas showing basic trends).







linguagem clara

Example of language:

a) A mais B  é igual a C

b) A é igual a C se somar B a A







. and their limitations





Oh, e agora, quem poderá me ajudar?!!!



























- In the Figure 1 ...  

- In the next figure ... OK









Exemplo de 1ª frase do paragrafo:

The time evolution of the volumetric mass density is shown 

in Figure 1. 





















http://www.aps.org/units/fed/newsletters/dec97/rules.html





Muita leitura!


























